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Absence of lattice strain anomalies at the electronic topological transition in zinc at high pressure
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High-pressure structural distortions of the hexagonal close-packed~hcp! element zinc have been a subject of
controversy. Earlier experimental results and theory showed a large anomaly in lattice strain with compression
in zinc at about 10 GPa which was explained theoretically by a change in Fermi surface topology. Later
hydrostatic experiments showed no such anomaly, resulting in a discrepancy between theory and experiment.
We have computed the compression and lattice strain of hcp zinc over a wide range of compressions using the
linearized augmented plane-wave method paying special attention tok-point convergence. We find that the
behavior of the lattice strain is strongly dependent onk-point sampling, and with largek-point sets the
previously computed anomaly in lattice parameters under compression disappears, in agreement with recent
experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Zinc and cadmium are unique among the hexagonal clo
packed~hcp! transition metals in that the axial ratio (c/a
51.856 for zinc and 1.886 for cadmium! is far from the ideal
value defined by hard-sphere packing (c/a5A8/351.633).
Upon compression, the axial ratio decreases towards
ideal value. Lynch and Drickamer1 observed that the de
crease inc/a with increasing pressure was not smooth; su
sequent experiments yielded inconsistent results on the
ture of this anomaly.2–7 Takemura confirmed the anoma
using a methanol-ethanol-water mixture4,7 ~MEWM! as a
pressure medium in diamond-anvil cell experiments: he
served thea axis expanding over a small range of compre
sion, yielding a rapid decrease of the axial ratioc/a. Ab
initio computations found similar behavior8–10 and provided
an explanation for the anomaly by means of changes in
Fermi surface topology under compression.9,11 Takemura re-
cently repeated his experiments but using helium as pres
medium12 which is more nearly hydrostatic than MEWM
but found that both axes compressed monotonically with
anomaly in c/a, contrary to his earlier experiments an
theory.

The most recent experimental results call previous th
retical studies8–10 into question. All previous theoretica
studies show the anomaly in the axial ratio whether the lo
density approximation~LDA ! ~Refs. 8 and 9! or the gener-
alized gradient approximation~GGA! ~Ref. 10! to the ex-
change correlation potential is used. The anomaly has b
connected to changes in the electronic structure:9,11 Fast
et al.9 observe one electronic topological transition~ETT! at
the high-symmetry pointK on the Brillouin-zone boundary
forming an ellipsoidal piece~needle! in the Fermi surface.
Novikov et al.11 see at least one additional ETT at appro
mately the same compression, also atK, where disconnected
pieces form a three-leg structure of the Fermi surface al
the K-M directions upon compression. Depending onc/a
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with compression Novikovet al.11 propose one more ETT a
L ~butterfly! reconciling previous contradictory results fro
first principles calculations.13 All previous computations
were performed with typical Brillouin-zone sampling~no
more than 1000k points in the irreducible wedge of th
Brillouin zone!.

In an attempt to understand the discrepancy of the hyd
static experiments12 and previous computational results9,10

we calculate the equation of state, lattice constants, and e
tronic structure of zinc over a wide compression range fr
first principles paying particular attention to the convergen
of the calculations with respect to reciprocal-space integ
tion. In Sec. II we introduce the method used and elabo
the computational details of our first-principles calculation
Section III focuses on our results for the equation of sta
lattice constants, and electronic structure. We compare
results to experiments at ambient conditions and high p
sure and to previous theoretical work. Discussion and c
clusions follow.

II. METHOD

We investigate the energetics of hcp zinc using the fu
potential linearized augmented plane-wave method~LAPW!
~Ref. 14! with GGA.15 Core states are treated se
consistently using the full Dirac equation for the spheric
part of the potential, while valence states are treated i
semirelativistic approximation neglecting spin-orbit co
pling. 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, and 4p states are treated as valen
electrons. The muffin-tin radiusRMT is 2.0 Bohr over the
whole compression range considered.

We perform calculations at three sets of Brillouin-zo
sampling, 24324324, 32332332, and 48348348 special
k points,16 yielding 732, 1632, and 5208k points in the irre-
ducible wedge of the Brillouin zone for the hcp lattice, r
spectively. The lowestk-point sampling is comparable to th
previous GGA study10 while the latter two are much dense
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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than any previously published results. The size of the bas
set byRMTKmax59.0, whereKmax is the largest reciprocal
space vector. We use Fermi broadening with an electro
temperature of 5 mRy. For the densestk-point mesh we also
perform calculations without electronic broadening for a
lected subset of volumes and do not see any signific
change in our results: equilibrium axial ratios remain with
60.005, the uncertainty of our results.

We carry out total-energy calculations over a wide ran
of unit-cell volumes. At each volume we perform calcul
tions for several different values of the axial ratio and fi
the equilibrium structure by fitting the results to a quadra
The equation of state is obtained by describing the ene
volume curve with a third-order expansion in Eulerian fin
strain.17 We consider unit-cell volumes ranging from 60
110 Bohr3 for 24324324 k points and focus on the rang
in which the anomaly inc/a occurs (90–102.5 Bohr3) for
32332332 and 48348348 k-point meshes.

III. RESULTS

A. Equation of state

A comparison of the pressure-volume relation betwe
our results and static experiments7,12 ~Fig. 1 and Table I!
shows good agreement at low pressure. At higher pres
theory differs significantly from the results of the MEWM
diamond-anvil cell experiments;7 this is consistent with pre
vious theoretical results.10

To investigate whether nonhydrostaticity may be resp
sible for the discrepancy we also compare to the result
shock wave experiments18 where hydrostaticity is readily
achieved19 ~Fig. 1 and Table I!. The Hugoniot is reduced to
0-K isotherm by solving the Rankin-Hugoniot equation20

We estimate the thermal pressure (Pth5gEth /V) along the
Hugoniot, withg the Grüneisen parameter andEth the ther-
mal energy. We approximate the thermal energy by the
long Petit law (CV

lat53R); the electronic contribution to the
thermal pressure is negligible~the temperature along th
Hugoniot is less than 2000 K!. We assume the Gru¨neisen
parameter is proportional to compression (g5g0V/V0) with
g0 its zero pressure value evaluated from the thermodyna
definition (g5aKT /CVr), where the thermal expansivitya,
the isothermal bulk modulusKT , specific heatCV , and den-
sity r at zero pressure are taken from the literature.21

The reduced Hugoniot agrees with our GGA results mu
better than the static experiments; differences in volume
less than 1.5%. The large discrepancy between the static
shock wave experiments indicates that the MEW
experiments7 may be biased by nonhydrostaticity.

B. Lattice constants

Total energy as a function of axial ratio for the 24324
324 k-point mesh shows an unusually large scatter about
quadratic fit inc/a ~Fig. 2!. With increasing number ofk
points the scatter decreases and the minimum becomes b
defined. In contrast to the previous GGA results10 we do not
see multiple minima inc/a for any volume and find the axia
ratio reliably resolved to within60.005, within the symbol
05410
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size in Fig. 1. The curvature of energy as a function ofc/a
varies considerably for the differentk-point meshes, showing
that elastic constants will also be strongly dependent
k-point sampling, as the shear elastic constant (CS) is related
to this strain.22

The development of the axial ratioc/a with compression
differs for the three sets of computations considerably~Fig.
1!. For 24324324 k points we see an anomaly similar t
that in the MEWM experiments:4,7 after an initial linear de-
crease in the axial ratio (102.5–95 Bohr3) the slope inc/a
steepens (95–90 Bohr3) before decreasing again at high
pressures. The dependence ofc/a on compression fork-point
meshes of 32332332 and 48348348 is much smoother
the anomaly inc/a has disappeared. The difference betwe
experiment and theory is less than 4% inc/a which is typi-
cal of all electron calculations.23 At higher compression (V
,70 Bohr3) the theoretical value smoothly approach
1.61; the MEWM experiments converge to 1.59.

FIG. 1. Axial ratioc/a and equation of state for zinc from ou
calculations and experiment. The lower panel compares our re
for c/a ~gray diamonds 24324324 k points, open diamonds 32
332332 k points, and filled diamonds 48348348 k points! to
static experiments using methanol ethanol water mixture~Ref. 7,
pluses! and helium~Ref. 12, circles!. The equation of state for zinc
is shown in the upper panel for our calculations~line! and the same
two set of diamond-anvil cell experiments~same symbols as
above!. The open squares show shock wave experiments~Ref. 18!
reduced to a 0-K isotherm.
3-2
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The nature of the anomaly is revealed by considering
lattice constants separately~Fig. 3!. The c axis compresses
monotonically with decreasing volume in all computatio
and experiments considered. Theory overpredictsc by less
than 2%, and there is little difference inc for the two denser
k-point meshes. An expansion of thea axis for the 24324
324 k-point calculations and the MEWM experiments cau

TABLE I. Equation of state parameters for our calculatio
~GGA! and experiment:V0 , K0, and K08 are the equilibrium vol-
ume, bulk modulus, and its pressure derivative atV0, respectively.
Due to the restricted compression range of the calculations
higherk-point sampling (32332332 and 48348348) and for the
static experiments with helium as a pressure medium, we cons
K08 andV0.

V0 K0 K08

Method @Bohr3# @GPa#

GGA k524 102.8 64 5.2
GGA k532 64
GGA k548 63

Equilibrium properties 102.621 6033

Reduced Hugoniot~Ref. 18! 69 4.9
Experiment MEWM~Ref. 7! 65 4.7
Experiment He~Ref. 12! 61
Experiment N~Ref. 5! 63 5.2

FP-LMTO ~GGA! ~Ref. 10! 101.5 60

FIG. 2. Relative energies as a function of the axial ratioc/a for
V597.5 Bohr3. The lower, middle, and upper panel shows resu
for 24324324, 32332332, and 48348348 k points, respec-
tively. The lines show quadratic fits inc/a to the results.
05410
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the anomaly inc/a ~Fig. 3!. For the two denserk-point
meshesa compresses monotonically; for volumes smal
than V595 Bohr3 a follows a linear trend with the sam
slope as the helium experiments. For volumes greater t
V595 Bohr3, a is less compressible than it is at higher pre
sure. For the largerk-point samplings the calculations unde
estimatea by less than 1%, while with 24324324 k-point
the maximum difference is approximately 1.5%.

To illustrate this point further we evaluate the linear co
pressibility for the two axeskx52(1/x)(]x/]P) ~with x
5a,c) for our results and the static experiments7,12 using
central differences~Fig. 4!. Our results for 24324324 k
points show an anomaly inka similar in character and mag
nitude to that found in the MEWM experiments. For dens
k-point sampling the anomaly inka is shifted towards lower
pressure and its magnitude decreases with increasing nu
of k points. Forkc an anomaly exists as well for both th
MEWM experiments7 and the calculations with the smalle
k-point mesh, it is, however, less pronounced than forka and
is absent from the results for the two denserk-point meshes.

th

in

s

FIG. 3. Compression of the two axesa andc in the hexagonal
cell for zinc over the compression rangeV/V050.80–1.0. In the
upper panel we compare our results~diamonds! for c ~gray 24
324324, open 32332332, and filled 48348348 k points! with
the static experiments by Takemura using methanol-ethanol-w
mixture ~pluses, Ref. 7! and helium~open circles, Ref. 12! as a
pressure medium. Fora in the lower panel the same symbols a
used. Note the approximately fivefold difference in range of a
compressibilities forc anda.
3-3
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C. Electronic structure

The band structure of zinc under compression chan
considerably fromV5102.5 Bohr3 to V595 Bohr3 ~Fig.
5!. The electronic structure is in excellent agreement with
previous GGA results.10 The major change in band structu
occurs at the high-symmetry pointK on the Brillouin-zone
boundary where three bands@K7 ,K8 ,K9 ~Ref. 24!# cross the
Fermi energy under compression, changing the topolog
the Fermi surface. From the band structure we see the ne
aroundK and also the connection of the three-leg piece aK.
Focusing on the development of the band structure atK we
consider the eigenvalues of theK7 , K8, andK9 states~Fig.
6!. For the 24324324 k-point calculations these band
show a quadratic volume dependence and cross the F
energy atV597.5 Bohr3 (K7 and K8) and V597 Bohr3

(K9). For the two denserk-point meshes the eigenvalue
depend linearly on volume and the crossing points are in
tinguishable for 32332332 and 48348348 k points. The

FIG. 4. Compressibility of the two axeska andkc for our results
(k-point sampling 24324324 with grey diamonds, for 32332
332 and 48348348 we use a fit to the results in the long dash
and solid line, respectively! and static experiments using
methanol-ethanol-water mixture~pluses, Ref. 7! and helium~aver-
age in dashed line, Ref. 12! as a pressure pressure medium.
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FIG. 5. Band structure for zinc along high-symmetry directio
in the first Brillouin zone around the Fermi energy. The upper pa
shows the band structure at zero pressure (V5102.5 Bohr3), the
lower panel atV595 Bohr3 at their equilibriumc/a ~1.91 and
1.79, respectively!.

FIG. 6. Energy differences of the bands to the Fermi energ
the high-symmetry pointK on the first Brillouin-zone boundary as
function of unit-cell volume. Gray dashed, dashed, and solid li
are results fork-point sampling of 24324324, 32332332, and
48348348, respectively.
3-4
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ABSENCE OF LATTICE STRAIN ANOMALIES AT THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 054103
crossings occur at slightly higher volume than for the
324324 k-point mesh (V598 and 97.5 Bohr3 for K7 , K8,
and K9, respectively!, but the difference is small compare
with the effect ofk-point sampling on the lattice parameter

IV. DISCUSSION

The ETT discussed in the last section has previously b
invoked as an explanation for the anomaly ina-axis
compressibilities.9,11 In contrast to these studies we find th
the occurrence of the ETT is independent of the calcula
anomaly ina-axis compressibility, as the location of abno
mal compression ofa shifts with increasingk-point sampling
towards higher volumes~Figs. 3 and 4! while the ETT al-
ways occurs at approximately the same volume~Fig. 6!. The
anomaly ina-axis compression seen in previous calculatio
appears to be a consequence of insufficientk-point sampling.
The results presented here fora ~Fig. 3! and linear compress
ibility ka ~Fig. 4! suggest that even for the densestk-point
mesh we use (48348348) the lattice parameters are n
converged.

The discrepancy between the MEWM and helium expe
ments can be attributed to freezing of the MEWM press
medium which is known to occur at about 10 GPa.25 Freez-
ing substantially increases the nonhydrostatic componen
stress as recognized previously in high-pressure experim
on forsterite (Mg2SiO4).26 At room temperature helium als
freezes within the pressure range of the experiment~11.5
GPa!,27 but remains soft enough to maintain hydrostaticity26

Recent neutron inelastic-scattering experiments un
compression28,29 show no softening or anomaly in the ph
non frequency, supporting the monotonic compression
both axes as seen in our densek-point calculations and the
helium experiments.

In retrospect it occurs as a fortuitous~or unfortunate! co-
incidence that fortypical computational parameters comp
rable behavior in linear compressibilities is found in firs
principles electronic structure calculations and
experiments with nonhydrostatic conditions, despite the f
damentally different underlying physical problem. Followin
the same notion the observation of anomalies in the a
ratio under compression for cadmium in experiments7 and
theory using both LDA~Ref. 30! and GGA ~Ref. 10! may
also be an artifact due to nonhydrostatic conditions in
experiments and insufficient convergence with respec
computational parameters as well.
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The ETT, however, might have important effects
higher-order physical properties such as elasticity. For ta
lum a similar change in electronic structure as for zinc h
been found under compression which has little effect on
equation of state31 but appears in the elastic constants.32

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using the first-principles LAPW method with GGA w
calculate the equation of state, structural parameters,
electronic structure of zinc over a wide compression ran
We perform calculations for three differentk-point sam-
plings of the first Brillouin zone (24324324, 32332
332, and 48348348 k points! and find lattice parameters
in particular thea axis, strongly dependent on the number
k points, while little or no effect can be seen on the equat
of state and band structure. For lattice constants we find
a previously observed anomaly ina-axis compressibility
shifts to lower pressure and decreases in amplitude as
increasek-point sampling from 24324324 to 48348348.
This anomaly is not coupled to a change in electronic ba
structure as has been proposed before; we observe the
occurring at approximately the same volume for all sets
computational parameters.

The disappearance of the anomaly in lattice constants
our results is in agreement with recent static experime
using helium as a pressure medium. The remaining anom
in a-axis compressibility indicates that structural paramet
are not fully converged even for the prohibitively larg
k-point sampling we perform.
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